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       I wonder what the difference is between love and lust. 
~Rob Payne

It's nice to have one worry marched to the wings and forcefully thrown
into the alleyway. 
~Rob Payne

People are shuffling by in long coats, with shopping bags and takeout,
smoking cigarettes and feigning laughter - filling up their lives with
distractions to shut out the chaos. 
~Rob Payne

If life is a journey, time should pull over at a rest stop sometimes - we
should all be given a chance to get off and stretch our legs, collect our
thoughts and reorganize. 
~Rob Payne

Being unique is highly over rated. 
~Rob Payne

There has to be a better use for titanium than golf clubs. 
~Rob Payne

People never realize how much work impacts there self esteem and
sense of purpose until they leave a job. 
~Rob Payne

False hope is the bread - and - butter of my existence, the only thing
that keeps me going. 
~Rob Payne

Are people happier with a smaller range of experiences? 
~Rob Payne
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I'm trustworthy and true and a whole of other positive words that start
with T. 
~Rob Payne

Sometimes I wonder why the corporate world is seen as a god choice
for those of us that will never rise above clerical work and general
administration. 
~Rob Payne

I pitied myself for having no door until I met a man with no dividers. 
~Rob Payne

Authority is permission to spew platitudes to people below you. 
~Rob Payne
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